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An automated system for sorting dissimilar materials, and in particular for sorting plastics from other materials and for sorting different types of plastics from one another comprises, depending upon the embodiment, combinations of a sizing mechanism, a friction separation, an air separator, a magnetic separator, a dielectric sensor sortation bed, shaker screening, a ballistic separator, an inductive sensor sortation system and a float/sink tank. The dielectric sensor sortation system may be either analog or digital, depending upon the particular implementation. One or more float/sink tanks can be used, depending upon the embodiment, each with a media of a different specific gravity. The media may be water, or water plus a compound such as calcium chloride. In addition, multiples of the same general type of module can be used for particular configurations. A heavy media system or a sand float process can be used either alternatively or additionally.
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DISSIMILAR MATERIALS SORTING PROCESS,
SYSTEM AND APPARATUS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of and priority based on U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/777,868, filed Mar. 1, 2006, as well as Provisional Application No. 60/729,966 filed Oct. 24, 2005. The application also claims the benefit of and priority based on U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/255,850 filed Oct. 21, 2005, which in turn claims the benefit of and priority based on U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/621,125 for METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SORTING METAL PIECES filed on Oct. 21, 2004. The application also claims the benefit of and priority based on U.S. patent application Ser. No. [not assigned yet], filed Oct. 20, 2006, entitled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SORTING CONTAMINATED GLASS, and its prior U.S. Provisional Application 60/728,581, for METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SORTING CONTAMINATED GLASS filed on Oct. 20, 2005. All of these U.S. Patent Applications are hereby incorporated by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates generally to materials sorting processes and systems, and more particularly relates to processes, systems, apparatus and techniques for sorting dissimilar materials such as for the purpose of recycling some or all of such materials.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Recycling of waste materials is highly desirable from many viewpoints, not the least of which are financial and ecological. Properly sorted recyclable materials can often be sold for significant revenue. Many of the more valuable recyclable materials do not biodegrade within a short period, and so their recycling significantly reduces the strain on local landfills.

[0004] However, in many instances there has been no cost-effective method for achieving the necessary sorting. This has been particularly true for, for example, non-ferrous materials, and particularly for non-metallics such as high density plastics. For example, one approach to recycling plastics has been to station a number of laborers along a sorting line, each of whom manually sorts through shredded plastic, and on the other end of the sorting line, each of whom manually selects the desired recyclables from the sorting line. This approach is not sustainable in most economics since the labor component is too high.

[0005] While ferrous recycling has been automated for some time, mainly through the use of magnets, this technique is not effective for sorting non-ferrous materials.

[0006] As a result, there has been a need for a cost-effective, efficient process, system and apparatus for sorting dissimilar materials, including plastics, in a manner which facilitates significant revenue recovery while also significantly reducing landfill.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Recyclable wood, rubber, metal, wire and plastics account for a significant share of the solid waste generated. It is highly desirable to avoid disposing of wood, rubber, metal, wire and plastics in a landfill, and instead to recycle these materials. In order to recycle different materials from a mixed waste, the wood, rubber, metal, wire and plastics must be identified and separated. The present invention provides a process for sorting, without human intervention, dissimilar materials such as wood, rubber, metal, wire and plastics, from a group of mixed materials where, in at least some arrangements, each such material may appear at random times or in random quantities within the mix. In addition, the present invention provides a system for executing the process, and also provides novel apparatus for performing certain of the steps of the process. The exemplary arrangements discussed hereinafter include a variety of steps, or a variety of modules, and not all steps or all modules need be implemented in every embodiment of the invention. Likewise, the sequence in which various of the process steps are executed can be varied in appropriate circumstances without departing from the invention.

[0008] In one arrangement, the process comprises a sequence of sorting steps for extracting from a mixed material stream a component of that stream, or a group of related components. As each component or group is removed, the residue is passed to the next step for further processing. Once each preliminary component is removed, the remaining residue is also a desired component or group.

[0009] The system of the present invention includes a plurality of modules or stages, where each stage typically performs a different sorting function, with the result that different materials are separated out of the mix at different times, until finally each type of recyclable has been sorted out of the mix and the residue—now typically substantially smaller in volume than the original mix—may be routed for other processing or discarded.

[0010] Depending upon the particular implementation, the system of the present invention includes a plurality, though not necessarily all, of a group of apparatus comprising a magnetic separator, a friction separator which may, for example, be a rollback friction separator, a dielectric sensor sorting bed, shaker screening, a ballistic separator, and an inductive sensor sorting system. The dielectric sensor sorting system may be either analog or digital, depending upon the particular implementation. An air separation module may also be provided, which may include an air knife or other system which uses air to separate a lighter fraction from a heavier fraction. In addition, multiples of the same general type of module may be used, although the specific configuration of each such module may be optimized to select somewhat different elements of the mix. One or more float/sink tanks may also be implemented, by which to separate less dense materials from more dense materials, and the specific gravity of the tank media may be adjusted for each tank to permit selection of the materials intended to float versus those intended to sink. For some floatsink tanks, the media may be water, or water plus an additional compound, depending upon the particular materials to be sorted and the volumes to be handled. Alternatively, a heavy media plant can be used. If a dry process is preferred, a sand float tank can be used.

[0011] Depending upon the implementation, various types of dielectric sensors and sensor array configurations can be used in the inventive sorting system. Typically, each of the
sensor arrays includes a number of proximity sensors placed in a pattern across the path of the mixed materials. The sensors can be analog or digital, shielded or unshielded, capacitive or inductive proximity sensors. Each type of sensor has specific material detection characteristics and in turn generate different signals when metal, glass, plastic, wood or rubber pieces are detected, as discussed in more detail hereinafter.

[0012] In addition, where the sorting process may be aided by ensuring a suitable moisture content, a mister or humidifier may be included in the appropriate module. While adding moisture can be helpful in some steps of the sorting process, particularly with regard to increasing the dielectric constant of absorbent materials, in other sorting steps of some embodiments an IR heat source of sufficient BTU’s to “flash” dry the materials can provide better uniformity of operation, the details of which are discussed hereinafter. Still further, in some sorting steps for certain embodiments, for example where dielectric sensors are used, the use of temperature and humidity control around the sensors can provide improved uniformity of operation.

[0013] In addition, multiple groups of modules may be configured as multiple sorting lines, for example to sort different sizes of materials. In one such arrangement, a first sorting line may sort material over a predetermined size, while another sorting line may sort material less than that predetermined size. The number of such sorting lines is not limited, and may be matched to the volume of the mix, and the type of mix, which is desired to be sorted.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0014] FIG. 1A shows a process flow diagrams of an implementation of the process of the present invention.

[0015] FIG. 1B shows a process flow diagram of an implementation of the process of the invention particularly suited to recovery of wire and metals, and shows the alternatives of a float/sink tank, a heavy media system, or a dry sand float process.

[0016] FIGS. 2A-2C, taken together, show in side elevational view a system in accordance with the present invention.

[0017] FIGS. 3A-3B show, in side elevational view and in top plan view, respectively, a magnetic sorting module in accordance with the present invention.

[0018] FIGS. 4A-4B show, in side elevational view and in top plan view, respectively, a rollback friction separator module in accordance with the present invention.

[0019] FIG. 5 shows in side elevational view a low pass dielectric sensor module in accordance with the present invention.

[0020] FIGS. 6A-6D show examples of alternative arrangements of proximity sensors for use with the inductive and dielectric sorting modules of the present invention, including arrangements which offer reduced crosstalk.

[0021] FIGS. 7A-7B illustrate in greater detail a ballistic separator module in accordance with the present invention.

[0022] FIG. 8 illustrates in side elevational view an inductive sensing module in accordance with the present invention.

[0023] FIG. 9 illustrates in side elevational view a bandwidth dielectric sorting module in accordance with the present invention.

[0024] FIG. 10 illustrates an implementation of a float/sink tank in accordance with the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0025] Referring first to FIG. 1A, an aspect of the process of the present invention, indicated generally at 100, may be better appreciated. As indicated at step 105, an incoming stream of mixed material typically includes wood, rubber, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, wire including insulated wire coated with a plastic cover, and a variety of types of plastic pieces, including foam, polyethylene, polystyrene, ABS, and so on.

[0026] In the illustrated embodiment, the process proceeds at step 110 by separating out the magnetic materials, which typically includes the ferrous metals such as iron and steel, as well as certain ceramics. In most instances, the valuable magnetic materials have already been removed from the stream, and so the magnetic materials remaining at this stage is mostly waste. These materials are diverted for further processing as required by the particular implementation, as shown at 115. For many streams, the further processing may be nothing more than disposal, although this will depend on the particular implementation and waste stream being sorted. An air system can also be used at this stage, either as an addition to the existing module or, in some embodiments, as a replacement. The air system comprises either an air knife or other arrangement for separating heavier and lighter fractions using blowing air. The resulting concentrated fractions will comprise, for the heavier side, wire and metals, rubbers, wood, and possibly some other dense materials including perhaps some dirt. The lighter concentrate will comprise primarily plastics, paper, some foam, and possibly other light materials.

[0027] Following the removal of the magnetic materials, the process advances to step 120, where light or round materials, such as foam and rocks, are diverted for further processing, as indicated at step 125. Again, in some instances such processing may be merely disposal.

[0028] Next, as indicated at step 127, alternative process steps 130 and 140 exist depending upon the composition of the mixed material stream. In general, although not required, it is desirable to continue processing the majority fraction of the stream, and to select the minority fraction for diversion to other processing. This can be achieved by selection based on dielectric constant, since most plastics valuable for recycling have dielectric constants on the order of 3 or less, while the other materials typically have higher dielectric constants, particularly wet materials that are absorbent, rubbers, and so on and discussed in more detail later.

[0029] Thus, if the materials stream has plastics as its minority fraction, then materials having a dielectric constant below a certain threshold are diverted for further processing as shown at step 135. These materials typically include, for example, polypropylene and polyethylene, polystyrene and ABS, as well as some waste materials. The materials having a higher dielectric typically comprise wet or moist wood, foam, rubber, and so on. In one embodiment, the threshold
for a low dielectric constant can be on the order of 3.0 although the precise set point can vary significantly depending upon the materials.

[0030] Alternatively, as indicated at step 140, if the majority fraction is plastics, then materials having a dielectric constant above a predetermined threshold are separated out and diverted for further processing, as shown at step 145. These materials include different forms of wood, rubber, foam and so on. In one embodiment, the threshold for a high dielectric constant may be on the order of 3.4. It will be appreciated that, at this point, the remaining materials are only those which have are non-magnetic, suitably dense, and having a dielectric constant below a specified threshold (or, for analog sensors, a specified range, plus a very small amount of other waste. The vast majority of this concentrate typically comprises recyclable polymers, i.e., plastics, having a relatively high value in the recycling market such as polystyrene and ABS, plus other less dense plastics.

[0031] However, other materials, typically among those diverted at steps 135 and 145, may also represent significant value as raw recyclable materials. To recover these, additional processing steps can be used. As indicated at step 155, a density separation step may be used where denser materials, such as wire, are separated out from lower density materials such as wood and rubber by the use of a float/sink tank, heavy media process, or sand float process as discussed hereinafter, particularly in connection with FIG. 1B and FIG. 10. The wire can then be collected for further processing as shown at step 160. The residue of wood, rubber and any other materials from steps 145 and 155 can then be sorted optically, as shown at step 165, such that the rubber is collected as shown at step 170, and the wood is collected as shown at step 175. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that not each of the foregoing steps will be required for every implementation of the inventive process, since variations may occur in the materials mix or in the economic benefit of recycling certain of the materials, in which cases those processing steps may be removed from the process.

[0032] Next referring to FIG. 1B, a process for reclaiming recyclable wire from the materials stream may be better appreciated. It will be appreciated that the process of FIG. 1B can be integrated into the embodiment shown in FIG. 1A, or can be run separately, depending upon the nature of the materials stream and the decision as to which materials should be recovered. For convenience, the major steps in the wire recovery process are shown in FIG. 1B. The materials stream is provided at step 105, as in FIG. 1A, where the materials typically have been screened to ensure a relatively uniform size, although such screening is not critical in all embodiments. The magnetic materials are then separated as shown at 110, followed by a separation of the remaining stream into heavy and light fractions as shown at step 175.

[0033] The separation into heavy and light fractions can be accomplished in several ways, for example by a ballistic conveyor with an air knife or by other air separation devices, after which the heavy fraction is provided to a rollback conveyor to remove the foam and round pieces. At this stage, two options exist. In the first option, the heavy fraction, which contains the wire and metals, is fed into one or more stages of wire-metal separation, typically involving the use of one or more float/sink tanks as shown at 180 and 185, which yields as its output a wire and metal concentrate. Although a single float/sink tank works well, increasing volumes of throughput can be achieved by using multiple float/sink tanks.

[0034] In such an arrangement, the first float/sink tank can, for example, use water as the media, which causes wood, rubber, and any remaining foam or light rubber to float while the wire, metal and some other materials sinks. A second float/sink tank can involve a media with a higher specific gravity, on the order of 1.4, which again causes the wire and metals to sink but floats nearly all materials such as plastics, paper, and so on. The result is a wire concentrate, as shown at 190, as well as a residue of plastic and other materials that may be the subject of further processing.

[0035] As a second option, shown at 195, the heavy fraction remaining after step 175 can be provided to a heavy media plant, which typically uses a media including ferrosilicates to perform the metals separation. With this option, again, the result is a wire concentrate 190.

[0036] Referring next to FIGS. 2A-2C, a system which implements the process described in FIG. 1 may be better appreciated. The system, indicated generally at 200, is configured from multiple modules, each selected for inclusion in the system as appropriate for a specific material mix. Again, one typical material mix includes wood, rubber, metal, wire and a variety of types of polymeric, or plastic, pieces. These sorting modules can include a magnetic separator portion 215, a rollback separator 220, a low pass dielectric module 225, shaker screening 230, a ballistic separator 235, an inductive sensor sortation system 240, and a bandwidth dielectric module 245. The rollback separator 220 and the ballistic separator 235 can also include an air knife or other air separation module 250. The air knife or air separation module can be implemented either to move air upward or to move air downward, depending on the particular implementation. One or more transfer conveyors 255, which may be a friction conveyor or any other suitable conveyor, can be implemented to move the stream of material mix from one module to another. Likewise, a shaker feeder 260 may be implemented between modules to evenly spread the material mix for processing by the next module.

[0037] In general, the modules have the following functions, which may be better understood hereinafter in connection with the description of FIGS. 3A-9B. The magnetic separator module 215 separates magnetic materials in the material mix from non-magnetic materials. The rollback separator 20 separates round materials (e.g., foam, rubber and rocks) from irregularly shaped materials in the mix. The low pass dielectric sensor 225 separates less desirable wood, rubber and other materials that have a dielectric constant greater than a desired dielectric constant from the valuable plastics. The low pass threshold or top of the range is typically on the order of 3.0 for an exemplary embodiment although a range of at least 3.5 has been found workable, depending on the material and especially if the wood and other absorbent materials are moist or wet. The shaker screen 230 separates small pieces such as wire, but may not be required in all embodiments, including particularly embodiments which use an efficient air separation module 250. The ballistic separator 235 separates low surface area wire from higher surface area pieces such as shredded plastic on the basis of density and velocity, although this function can alternatively be performed by a float/sink tank.
where the media permits the wire to sink but causes the plastics and other materials to float.

In some embodiments, a separate inductive sensor sorption system 240 separates wire and other non-ferrous metals from the wood, rubber and plastic portion of the mixed materials. The bandwidth dielectric sensor 245 separates wood and rubber from remaining plastics within the desired dielectric range. Some or all of these sorting modules and other modules described in the applications incorporated by reference may be used together to sort mixed materials. Again, for embodiments which permit the wire to be effectively separated at an earlier stage, such an arrangement is not always required. Additionally, while this module permits wire to be effectively separated, the float/sink tank arrangement described hereinafter in connection with FIG. 10 can alternatively be used. In some embodiments, it may be desired to use multiple float sink tanks, with media of different specific gravity to perform different sorting.

Each of the modules described above may be better appreciated from the following discussion of FIGS. 3A-3B.

In a typical arrangement, the mixed materials to be sorted have been shredded and screened in a manner known in the art so that their physical dimensions are preferably between 1" and 5". Multiple screening steps may be used to better remove dirt as well as other waste of small size, and the fraction removed by screening may be the subject of further processing as desired. During the shredding process, the system generates heat and causes much of the water that is normally in the waste products to vaporize. If there is insufficient water in the mixed pieces being processed to sufficiently distinguish the material by known dielectric constants, water vapor may be introduced onto the mixed materials before or as they are being sorted by means of a mist or humidifier or other conventional wetting device (not shown). The moisture from the humidifier is absorbed by the dry wood, foam and other absorbent materials (raising the dielectric constant) but is not absorbed by the plastic materials (causing the dielectric constant to remain virtually unchanged). By making all of the wood, foam and other absorbent materials wet rather than dry, before the sorting process, the system can more easily distinguish the wood and other materials from the plastic pieces, thereby improving the accuracy of the sorting process. This can be particularly relevant to some embodiments of the sensor beds, where maintenance of substantially constant temperature and humidity can provide more uniform performance in at least some embodiments. The fact that the pieces are of substantially uniform size also permits more uniform operation. However, it will be appreciated that such temperature and humidity control is not required for all embodiments.

Although the stream of mixed recyclable materials to be sorted may be supplied by any of a variety of sources, one typical source is an automobile/white good shredding line. These lines are well known in the art.

In an embodiment of the inventive system, installed in-line with the aforesaid automobile/white good nonferrous processing line, the mixed materials are first processed by the magnetic sorting module 215, shown in greater detail in FIGS. 3A-3B, which separates magnetic materials such as iron, steel and some ceramics from the mixed materials. The mixed materials, shown best in FIG. 3B, are placed on a moving conveyor belt 310 traveling at a speed that can accommodate the full volume of the processing stream from the shredder line. The conveyor belt 310 can have magnetic components 315 associated therewith or embedded therein that cause magnetic materials 320 in the mix to be attracted to the conveyor belt 310 through magnetic force. Alternatively, a magnetic field produced by permanent or electromagnets 325 can be generated at the end of the conveyor belt 310 in a manner which causes the magnetic pieces to be deflected by the magnetic field. As the conveyor belt 310 rotates downward, the magnetic metal pieces are removed and fall into a segregated area 330. In an embodiment, a light air jet or air knife 250 can be included to assist the magnet in deflecting lightly magnetic pieces into the segregated area 330. The conveyor belt 310 can be seen to be supported by a frame 335 and legs 340 in a conventional manner. While the magnetic sorting module is illustrated here as the first module, and this order is appropriate in some embodiments, it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that this order is not critical in all embodiments, and in some embodiments (and for some types of mix) the magnetic module may be eliminated.

The non-magnetic pieces, or residue 345, are not affected by the magnetic field and pass through the magnetic sorting module to be further sorted by subsequent modules. In an embodiment, and referring now to FIGS. 4A-4B which illustrate the rollback separator module and adjacent elements of the overall system, the non-magnetic materials travel across the adjustable feed conveyor belt, or assist friction conveyor belt 255, that drops the materials onto the rollback separator module 220. The rollback separator module 220 separates rounded, comparatively heavy materials from comparatively flat or lightweight materials and comprises an adjustable pitch moving friction conveyor 410 on which can be optionally disposed a plurality of bumps 415 to assist in retaining the desired portions of the mix. The pitch of the assist friction conveyor 255 can be adjusted to control the height at the end 420 where the material drops from the feed conveyor onto the rollback separator 220. Although the conveyor belt 410 is rotating upward as shown by the arrow indicating the direction of travel, relatively rounded or heavy objects such as rocks and light, round objects such as foam, indicated at 425, roll down against the direction of belt rotation and will fall into a segregated collection area 430. In contrast, flat pieces of materials, including, plastic, wire, rubber and wood will stick to the separator 220 and are transported off the upper end of the conveyor belt 410 onto the next module. It will again be appreciated that, while the rollback friction separator module is positioned second in order in the illustrated embodiment, a different order may be appropriate in some embodiments or, depending on the mix and/or the implementation, this module can be eliminated.

As noted previously, in some embodiments the textured surface of the friction separator conveyor belt 410 can include a pattern of circular protrusions or bumps 415 that provide friction. The protrusions can be on the order of about 1½ mm high and ½ mm in diameter. The space between adjacent protrusions can be on the order of about ¼ mm. The rollback separator conveyor belt 410 can be fabricated of any suitably durable material which provides friction sufficient to grip the flat mixed pieces, and for example may be made of a variety of synthetic rubber materials. The angle and speed of the assist friction conveyor belt 255 are adjustable so that the separation of
materials can be fine-tuned to reduce errors in the subsequent modules including the dielectric sensor sortation module (i.e., round materials with low surface areas, such as rocks, if not consistently deflected by compressed air jets, and wet materials, such as foam, may give false dielectric readings). Similarly, the conveyor belt 410 can also be replaced with various belt materials and texture surface patterns so that the friction coefficient of the belt can be adjusted. More objects will tend to be passed through the rollback separator 220 if the angle of the belt is low, the speed is slow and the friction coefficient of the belt is high. Conversely, a high angle, fast speed and smoother belt will pass fewer pieces but may cause loss of some of the desirable materials. If desired, an air knife 250 can also be added near the top of the belt 410 to assist in initiating the rolling off of the undesired materials. It will be appreciated that the rollback separator module is typically supported on a frame and legs similar to those shown for the magnetic separator 215. These elements are not shown in this instance for the sake of clarity.

[0045] The pieces of plastic, wire, metal, rubber and wood that adhere to the rollback separator 220 are delivered to a shaker feeder 260. The shaker feeder 260 has a substantially planar, smooth, inclined surface that vibrates to evenly distribute the materials. The shaker feeder 260 may be supported by a plurality of flexible or movable legs 435. A motor (not shown) is used to vibrate the substantially planar surface of the shaker feeder 260 that supports the flat pieces of plastic, rubber, metal and wood. The planar surface is preferably inclined so that the pieces fall off the lower end of the surface. It will be appreciated that, at this point, the residue of the mix primarily comprises non-magnetic and generally flat pieces, but still includes plastics, wire, wood, and so on.

[0046] Referring next to FIGS. 5A-5B, in one embodiment the non-magnetic and generally flat mixed materials are fed to a dielectric sensor sortation module 225, which can comprise multiple stages, arranged as a cascade in at least some embodiments, depending upon the particular material mix and the specific implementation. In an embodiment, the module can include a pan feeder 510 that vibrates to evenly spread the materials onto either a conveyor belt, a slide or other platform which allows the materials to pass over multi-stage dielectric sensor beds or arrays 515A-B (two stages are shown for simplicity).

[0047] The dielectric sensor sortation module can comprise either digital or analog dielectric sensors, or both. Although either type can be used in most embodiments, it may be desirable in at least some instances to alter the type of sensor being used according to the composition of the waste stream being sorted. As noted previously, it is generally preferable to reject the minority fraction of a waste stream, and to allow the majority fraction to continue forward. Thus, in an embodiment, digital dielectric sensors are used where the majority of the waste stream is recoverable plastics. In such an arrangement, the sensor threshold is set for low pass operation, and the threshold is set for the maximum dielectric of the acceptable material. Thus, the materials having a higher dielectric constant, typically wood and rubber and high dielectric plastics, are rejected, or diverted, for other processing. On the other hand, in an embodiment intended to sort a materials stream where the majority fraction is waste wood, rubber and high dielectric plastics, an analog sensor bed can be used. In such an arrangement, the sensor threshold is set to reject a range of dielectric constants which encompasses all of the desired plastics. The plastics, which comprise the minority fraction, are then rejected and redirected for further processing. In some embodiments, a combination of sensors may be used, or a bed having both types of sensors can be implemented, where only one type of sensor is sensed for a particular stream of materials. It will be appreciated that, while the foregoing discussion suggests the use of analog sensors for one arrangement and digital sensors for another, in fact either type of sensor can be used for either low pass or high pass operation, and the choice is largely an implementation preference. Thus, for each example given herein, it will be appreciated that the complementary arrangements, both as to sensor and which materials fraction is selected or diverted, are also possible and are not explicitly disclosed for purposes of brevity.

[0048] To enhance the dielectric contrast of absorbent materials such as wood, paper, cardboard, carpet, and so on, these mixed materials may pass through a humidifier 520 to moisten the exposed surfaces. In some instances, the moisture content is excessive, and the materials can be flash dried with an IR heat source. As previously noted, maintenance of a substantially constant temperature and humidity at this stage can provide more uniform performance, and so in some embodiments these stages of the separation system are enclosed by, for example, refrigeration plastic panels so that the interior area can be thermally conditioned.

[0049] The low pass dielectric separation module 225 can include one or more conveyor belts 525A-525B, as well as air jet arrays 530A-530B, where typically a conveyor belt is associated with each dielectric bed and at least one air jet array is associated with each dielectric bed. The dielectric sensor arrays 515A-B may be set to detect materials that have a dielectric constant greater than 3.0-5.0. As the mixed materials travel over the first stage conveyor belt 511 they travel in close proximity to the dielectric sensor array 515A that detects the materials that have a dielectric constant greater than the set value. When a high dielectric item is detected, a signal is transmitted to the associated air jet array 530A which emits a blast of compressed air to deflect the trajectory of the high dielectric material as it falls off the end of the first conveyor belt 525A onto a second conveyor belt 535 that takes the diverted material away to a take-away conveyor 540 for secondary processing. If the materials pass through the dielectric sensor array 515A, and thus are assumed to have a low dielectric constant, they are not deflected by the air jet array 156 and continue on through the separation process.

[0050] In an optional arrangement, the materials that are not diverted by the first digital capacitive dielectric sensor array 154 are cascaded onto a conveyor belt 525B and transported over a second dielectric sensor array 515B, to identify and select any materials that were missed by the first array. The dielectric settings of the first and second digital capacitive sensor arrays 515A-515B may be approximately equal or, alternatively, the second sensor array may be set to a different dielectric threshold. For the example of a low pass array, materials that have a dielectric constant above the set point of the second sensor array are deflected by a second air jet array 530B and diverted to the take-away conveyor belt 540. The materials on the take-away conveyor belt 540
may be transported for further processing as discussed elsewhere in this Specification. It will be appreciated that, while the foregoing description assumes that materials having a high dielectric constant will be diverted from the main path for further processing as desired, and low dielectric materials will continue, it is also possible to reverse that process, such that materials having a low dielectric constant are diverted for other processing, and those having a higher dielectric constant continue. Thus, which materials are processed where is not a significant aspect of the invention; the objective is to process any of the materials that are desired for a particular implementation.

CAPACITIVE PROXIMITY SENSORS

[0051] The sorting process of the present invention includes a material identification step and a physical sorting step. In the past it has been very difficult to differentiate the rubber, wood and plastic because all have very similar atomic numbers and specific gravities. It has been discovered that, when implemented properly, dielectric constant can be used to reliably distinguish these materials.

[0052] In the arrangement of the present invention, for example in the sensor arrays S15A-B, capacitive dielectric sensors are used to identify the different material composition of each piece and to send a signal to a sorting mechanism that separates the different materials along different paths. The dielectric constants for all materials ranges from about 1.0 for materials such as air to 80.0 for water. Capacitive proximity sensors are good at detecting waste materials that have comparatively high dielectric constants. For example, some known dielectric constants for common waste materials are listed below in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Poly-ethylene</th>
<th>Poly-styrene</th>
<th>Poly-propylene</th>
<th>Dry Wood</th>
<th>Wet Wood</th>
<th>Rubber</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric Constant</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.0-2.33</td>
<td>2-7</td>
<td>10-30</td>
<td>2.5-3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0053] As illustrated above, the non-plastic materials tend to have significantly higher dielectric constants, especially when wet. It is interesting to note that dry wood has a dielectric constant of 2-7, and rubber 2.5 - 35, and wet wood has a dielectric constant of 10-30. By adding moisture to the absorbent materials, a dielectric sensor bed is able to separate out nearly all of the non-plastic materials except certain rubbers having low dielectric constants. In addition, statistically, the vast majority of wood and rubber materials fall within a relatively narrow range of dielectric constants. For example, most rubber waste materials fall within a narrower range of 15-20. Thus, there is a distinct difference in the dielectric constant of plastics versus wood and rubber. As a result, capacitive proximity sensors can be effective at detecting materials within the mix that are not plastics.

[0054] Capacitive proximity sensors typically include a probe, an oscillator, a rectifier filter and an output circuit. The capacitive proximity sensor detects the dielectric constant of the pieces passing nearby by generating an electrostatic field and detecting the changes in this field when the pieces pass by the face of the sensor. When a high dielectric piece is not detected, the oscillator is inactive, and when a high dielectric piece is detected, it can be diverted as discussed above in connection with FIG. 5.

[0055] Different types of capacitive proximity detectors are available which have specific operating characteristics. In particular, shielded capacitive proximity detectors are best suited for sensing comparatively low dielectric constant materials due to a more concentrated electrostatic field. The electrostatic field of an unshielded capacitive proximity detectors is less concentrated which makes them more suitable for sensing comparatively high dielectric constant materials. However, for streams where the small particles and waste have been removed, unshielded dielectrics have proven adequate. Which dielectric sensor is appropriate will depend at least in part upon the particular implementation and the waste stream to be processed.

[0056] Capacitive proximity sensors are also available with both digital and analog outputs. While either type can be used in the present invention, depending upon the implementation, digital capacitive proximity sensors offer the ability to distinguish materials having dielectric values above or below a set point, or threshold. For example, a digital capacitive sensor can distinguish materials above or below a dielectric constant of 3.0 or other suitable set point. Most capacitive proximity sensors have a digital output that can be fed directly to a data acquisition system of a computer. These digital capacitive sensors are used in the low pass dielectric separation module 225 in FIG. 2A.

[0057] In contrast, an analog capacitive proximity sensor can be used to detect a more narrow range of dielectric constants. For example, some analog capacitive proximity sensors can detect materials that have a dielectric constant between 2.5 to 3.0. These analog capacitive sensors are used in the analog dielectric sensor module 245 shown in FIG. 2C. The analog capacitive proximity sensors have an analog output which can span a range of output currents or voltages. In an embodiment, the analog output current may be 4-20 mA or the output voltage may be 0-10V. These current or voltage signals are proportional to the dielectric constant of the material. The analog signals are processed by analog to digital converters and the digital signals are then fed to the data processing computer. Most stock capacitive proximity sensors are able to detect a wide range of dielectric constants thereby distinguishing low dielectric plastic from high dielectric rubber. Although this wide range of dielectric constants is useful for general sorting of mixed materials it is not as useful for sorting materials that have only small variations in dielectric constants.

[0058] Because the inventive system can be used to distinguish materials having a narrow range of dielectric constants, in some embodiments it may be desirable to use capacitive proximity sensor having a limited detection range to more easily facilitate distinguishing materials having similar dielectric constants. In other embodiments, the analog capacitive proximity sensors may have an extended or amplified range of sensitivity over a narrower range of dielectric constants.

[0059] For systems built in accordance with the present invention that are used to distinguish materials having modestly different dielectric constants, performance can, for some embodiments, be improved with capacitive proximity sensors that have a high sensitivity. Although the sensitivity of a sensor is built into the device, it is also possible to alter
and improve the sensitivity based upon the housing and other factors. In an embodiment, the sensors are mounted into a machined piece of the slide or in a wear plate mounted under a conveyor belt. The sensors can, for example, be placed in a counter-bored hole under the upper surface of the slide or wear plate. The sensitivity of the sensor may be altered by the slide or wear plate material and its thickness, the diameter of the counter bored hole and the depth of the hole. By adjusting these variables, the capacitive proximity sensors can be “tuned” for optimum performance for the specific material detection application.

[0060] The operating frequency of the sensor corresponds to the detection time required to correctly detect the material selected for diversion, and thus affects operational speed. A faster operating frequency will be able to detect the selected objects more quickly than a detector with a slower operating frequency. The resolution corresponds to the size of the object being detected. A detector having a larger resolution is more suitable for detecting large objects than a detector having a smaller resolution.

[0061] Although capacitive proximity detectors can detect the presence of various types of wood and rubbers, this ability can vary depending upon the sensor and the type of material being detected. The distinction in sensitivity to specific types of wood and rubbers can be described in various ways. One example of the variation in sensitivity based upon the type of material being detected is the correction factor. Capacitive proximity sensors typically have “correction factors” which quantifies the relative penetration distance for various materials. By knowing the base penetration distance and the correction factor of the material being detected, the penetration distance for any wood and rubber being detected can be determined.

[0062] In order to accurately detect the pieces of the selected material mixed in with other materials, the detectors must be placed in close proximity to determine the material of the piece being inspected. This can be done by distributing the mixed pieces on a surface in a manner that the pieces are not stacked on top of each other and ensuring that there is some space between the pieces. The batch of mixed materials can be moved under one or more detectors or alternatively the pieces can be moved over the detector(s). The detection is based upon the size and material of the wood and rubber.

[0063] The belts and slides used in the present invention can be made of various materials. In some instances, it is desirable to select materials for the belts and slides which have dielectric constants outside the range of the materials being detected, since, if the dielectric constant of the belt or slide is too close to the dielectric constant material, the material can be harder to detect. For example, if wood and rubber pieces—which have comparatively high dielectric constants—are being detected, then a belt or slide of urethane, which has a very low dielectric constant, can be used since it outside the range of wood and rubber. However, detecting certain plastics with this arrangement could be difficult since urethane has about the same dielectric constant as some of the plastics being sorted.

[0064] In an alternative arrangement, the conveyor belt or slide can, for example, be made of a material that has a dielectric constant that is about 7-8 which is between the lower dielectric constant plastics and the higher rubber and wood values. In this embodiment the capacitive proximity sensors will be able to easily detect the dielectric constants of the plastic, wood and rubber pieces. This offers the benefit of permitting detection of even the different types of plastics, which may have different values in the marketplace.

[0065] The inventive system may be “tuned” in various ways for optimum results based upon configuration of the sensors in the system. By altering the variables associated with capacitive proximity sensors, the system can be tuned to the particular application between performed. These variables include: the depth and diameter of the mounting hole, the material used to mount the sensors and the type of capacitive proximity sensor being used. As one step, the tuning may be implemented by using different materials for the slide and/or conveyor belt, as discussed above. The plate material used to mount the sensors can also alter the sensitivity of the capacitive proximity sensors. Also, different positions of the sensors in relation to the slide and/or conveyor belt will influence the sensitivity and operation of the system. In an embodiment the mixed material pieces are placed on a moving conveyor belt and the capacitive proximity sensors are mounted in a wear plate that contacts the lower surface of the conveyor belt. Thus, mixed material pieces that are resting on the top of the conveyor belt are separated from the wear plate by the thickness of the conveyor belt. In an embodiment, the wear plate may be made of acrylic and the capacitive proximity sensors are mounted in counter sunk holes in the acrylic. The depth of the capacitive proximity sensors may vary depending upon their sensitivity. If sensors of different types or sensitivities are used in a particular sensor array, as may be desirable in some embodiments, different hole depths may be used for the different sensors.

[0066] The placement of the sensors away from the surface that supports the mixed pieces will vary depending upon the range of the capacitive proximity sensor and the desired operation of the system. It may be desirable to have a sensor that has a range of 30 mm or more because this added range provides more resolution to differentiate the different materials. Thus, a sensor with a longer range will be placed deeper under the surface. With sensors of greater sensitivity, it is possible to reliably differentiate between materials that have similar dielectric properties, which can permit the system of the present invention to distinguish and separate different grades of similar materials such as: polyethylene, polystyrene and polypropylene which each have a slightly different dielectric constant.

[0067] The sensitivity of the sensors can impact the accuracy of the sorting system in at least some embodiments, particularly where the materials to be sorted include materials with very similar dielectric constants. However, more sensitive sensors typically are more expensive and may not be required for a particular implementation. As a result, the designer of a particular system will typically match the sensitivity of the sensor to the relevant factors associated with the particular mix and the materials used in the rest of the system.

[0068] Various methods may be used to improve the sensitivity of the capacitive proximity sensors. As discussed above, in some embodiments it is desirable to mount the capacitive proximity sensors in a slide or in a wear plate under the conveyor belt. In addition, the mounting configu-
ration itself can enhance the sensitivity of the capacitive proximity sensors. As one example, if the capacitive proximity sensors are mounted in a solid block of material that has a dielectric constant similar to the materials being sorted, it may enhance the detection of materials that are directly above the hole in which the sensor is mounted, even though the dielectric constant of the mounting material may limit peripheral detection of materials. Depending on the design, the sensor may be mounted within a sleeve or tube fabricated for a material with a specific dielectric constant, and the assembly then mounted in an appropriate location such as the wear plate. Sleeves or tubes of different dielectric constant materials can, in some instances, be selectively provided so that the material that produces the optimum sensitivity in the sensor can be used.

[0069] The geometry of the sensor holes may also affect the sensitivity of the capacitive proximity sensors. A larger hole may pass more material to pass over in order to properly detect the dielectric constant, while a smaller hole may focus the electromagnetic detection and require less material volume to detect the dielectric constant.

[0070] The depth of the hole can also influence sensitivity, depending upon the other factors discussed above. In one embodiment, the system is configured to detect wood and rubber but not detect plastics. In this embodiment, the hole may be deep enough to exceed the range of the sensor for plastic materials. Because the wood and rubber have a higher dielectric constant and produce a stronger detection signal, the capacitive proximity sensors are still able to detect these materials.

[0071] In another embodiment, the system may be configured to detect and distinguish plastics, woods and rubbers. In this embodiment, a low sensitivity capacitive proximity sensor is mounted in a shallower hole than a high sensitivity capacitive proximity sensor to detect the plastic pieces. If different types of plastics are being sensed, a capacitive proximity sensor that has a very high sensitivity may be required.

[0072] In some embodiments, it may be desirable to use sensors which are narrowly tuned to a specific range, but which have improved ability to differentiate materials with similar dielectric constants. For example, as specified in Table 1 above, polypropylene plastic has a dielectric constant of 2.0-2.3, polyethylene has a dielectric constant of 2.3, and polystyrene has a dielectric constant of 3.0. A sensor with appropriate sensitivity can distinguish polyethylene from polypropylene and polyethylene to the extent the dielectric constants are different, for example, to the extent they do not overlap. Multiple rows or arrays of sensors can be used to add more precision.

[0073] An additional problem encountered with arrays of sensors as used in the present invention is crosstalk among the sensors. Crosstalk is a condition in which detection signals intended to be detected by one sensor may affect other adjacent detectors. In general, the cross talk solutions discussed herein are applicable to the proximity sensors mentioned herein for most embodiments. With reference to FIGS. 6A-6E, various configurations of sensor arrays having different crosstalk and detection characteristics may be appreciated, with the objective of permitting a particular implementation to optimize the choice of array for the needs of that implementation. As shown in FIG. 6A, a number of detectors 610 may be arranged in a linear one dimensional array across a width of a slide or a conveyor belt 615 transporting the mixed material pieces, typically plastics pieces 620 and wood and rubber pieces 625. This configuration allows the wood and rubber pieces 625 to be detected by moving the mixed pieces across the row of detectors 610 which substantially speeds the wood and rubber detection process. If a conveyor belt being used, it is, in at least some embodiments, substantially horizontal or only slightly inclined. Alternatively, a slide can be used, in which case the angle may be 35 to 70 degrees depending upon the types of materials being separated.

[0074] Because the typical detection range of the capacitive proximity sensors is short, they are typically positioned comparatively close to each other so that all wood and rubber pieces passing across the array of sensors are detected; the exact dimensions will vary with the detection range of the specific sensor used in each particular implementation. The sensors will preferably be arranged so that the wood and rubber pieces will not be able to pass between the sensors and thus avoid being detected while at the same time not placing the sensors so close together that crosstalk becomes an issue.

[0075] There are various methods for avoiding or minimizing crosstalk while at the same time covering the entire width of the slide or conveyor belt. With reference to FIG. 6B, particularly, the sensors 630 can be staggered such that the sensors are not positioned close to each other yet any wood and rubber piece on the slide or conveyor belt will pass close to at least one sensor. When using a staggered configuration, the sensors may be setup in multiple rows of sensors 630. By having more rows of sensors 630, the spacing between each sensor can be extended to avoid cross talk. In an embodiment, four or more staggered rows 635A-635D of sensors 630 may be used. By placing these sensors 630 in four or more staggered rows, the sensors are sufficiently spaced apart from each other as to avoid any cross talk.

[0076] Another means for avoiding cross talk is by using sensors having different operating frequencies. Cross talk typically occurs only between sensors operating at the same frequency. With reference to FIG. 6C, by placing sensors operating at different frequencies next to each other in the one dimensional array there is greater separation of same frequency sensors, while at the same time permitting the sensors to be spaced more closely, if desired for a particular implementation. If two different frequency sensors are used, an f1 detector 640 having a first frequency can be placed next to an f2 detector 645 having a second frequency. These detectors 640 and 645 can be arranged in an alternating pattern, either in straight or staggered rows. Further, if sensors of third, fourth, etc., frequencies are used, additional separation can be provided.

[0077] With reference to FIG. 6D, an arrangement can be seen which combines alternating of frequencies and separation of the sensors into one or more additional staggered rows of detectors. A first set of sensors 650 operates at a first frequency, a second set of sensors 655 operates at a second frequency, and a third set of sensors 660 operates at a third frequency. By using different frequencies and/or using multiple staggered rows of sensors, detectors 650, 655, 660 can be placed across the entire width of the inspection area without causing significant, if any, cross talk.
As discussed above, unshielded detectors can offer some advantages for detecting large pieces while shielded detectors can offer some advantages for detecting small pieces. Thus, the small and large wood and rubber pieces can be most efficiently sorted from the mixed materials by using both shielded and unshielded capacitive proximity sensors. With reference to FIG. 6E, a side view of an embodiment of the inventive sorting system is shown. In order to quickly and accurately detect all sizes of wood and rubber pieces, the mixed materials include plastic pieces 620 and wood/rubber pieces 625. The mixed materials 620, 625 pass in close proximity to at least one shielded sensor 665 and/or one unshielded sensor 670. As previously discussed, the conveyor belt should be suitable durable for industrial applications, and is preferably configured to permit the sensors to readily detect the materials passing near the sensor array positioned either under the belt, or above the belt, but without physical contact between the sensors and the material being sorted.

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that, at least sometimes, the pieces being sorted can become deformed and twisted, in which case they may offer only a small profile for detection by the sensors. In addition, at least some instances the undesirable materials may be stacked above or below the desired materials, making detection more difficult. In such embodiments, an array of sensors both above the belt and below the belt can be used to improve the accuracy of detection. It will be appreciated that an upper array of sensors can be arranged in the same manner as the sensor bed below the belt, to minimize crosstalk and maximize detection. As discussed hereinbefore, cascaded conveyors and multiple sensor arrays also assist in reducing “missed” materials, since the drop from one conveyor to another in the cascade is frequently sufficient to reposition a distorted or trapped piece, making it easier for the sensors to identify.

The inventive materials sorting system can use shielded capacitive proximity sensors 665, unshielded capacitive proximity sensors 670 or a combination of shielded and unshielded sensors 665, 670. In any of these configurations, all signals from the detectors 665, 670 are fed to a processing computer (not shown). Because the shielded sensors 665 and the unshielded sensors 670 are typically each better at identifying specific types of wood and rubber pieces 625, they may produce different detection signals for the same piece of wood, rubber or other material 625. Because shielded sensors 665 are better at detecting small pieces, they will produce a stronger detection signal for, for example, small wood and rubber pieces than an unshielded sensor 670. Similarly, the unshielded sensor 670 will produce a stronger detection signal for a larger pieces than the shielded sensor 665. In order to improve the accuracy of the materials identification process, the processing computer can execute a program which prioritizes which type of signal will be selected for a particular embodiment. For example the computer can execute an algorithm that uses the strongest detector signal to indicate the position of the detected piece 625. In this embodiment, the mixed pieces 620, 625 can be passed by several rows of sensors 665, 670 so that the selected pieces 625 are detected several times. The system will be more accurate because the position of the selected piece 625 will be tracked by the detectors 665, 670 and the strongest detection signal will provide the most accurate position information. It will be appreciated that the computer includes a mechanism, for example a look-up table, which permits the program to correlate sensor location with position, so that the physical position of any detected material can be identified and tracked over time.

In an embodiment, the materials that pass through the low pass digital dielectric sensor array(s) 515A-515I are transported preferably by a transfer conveyor belt 255 to the next module, best seen in FIGS. 2I and 7. Initially, the material is passed to a shaker screen 230 that separates smaller sized pieces from larger materials. The shaker screen 230 has a screen surface 710 that is vibrated by a motor and supported by movable legs. The screen surface 710 includes an array of perforations or holes to allow smaller pieces to fall through the screen surface. The shaker screen 710 can be slightly declined so that the material travels to one end and falls into separate segregated areas 181. In one embodiment, the holes in the screen surface 171 can be on the order of 18 mm in diameter, however the size of the holes is typically matched to the material being sorted and thus can vary over a significant range. Larger holes will cause more pieces to fall through the shaker screen surface 171 and out of the continuing processing flow 181. The small pieces may include dirt and the large pieces may include wire and low dielectric plastics. Alternatively, the sink/float tank described in connection with FIG. 10 can be used to efficiently perform this separation function. When used for wire separation, the media of the float/sink tank may be water or water plus a compound to increase the specific gravity, or a heavy media system, or a sand float system.

In an embodiment, the larger pieces sorted by the shaker screen 710 are placed on a high speed ballistic conveyor belt 715 which separates larger plastic materials from smaller pieces that were not separated by the shaker screen 710. The high speed ballistic conveyor belt 715 is inclined upward and the materials on the high speed belt are accelerated and projected off the end of the belt 715 as a function of their density. For at least some embodiments, a belt speed on the order of 600 feet per minute has been found suitable, although the speed can vary with the materials mix being sorted. In some implementations, an array of air jets 720 mounted at the end of the belt 715 is used to project a constant low pressure stream of compressed air to help to separate the lower density materials out of the stream. The air jets 720 more readily divert lower density materials than the higher density materials since the mass of lower density materials is less, where the material pieces are approximately the same size. Thus, the lower density materials such as wire and dirt may be deflected to fall into a first segregated area 725, while the greater momentum of the higher density materials such as high density plastics gives them a trajectory that allows them to be projected farther away into a second segregated area 730.

There are various alternatives to the ballistic conveyor belt sorting method to separate plastic from wire. As one alternative, a specific gravity sorting method may be used. The specific gravity of plastic, wood, rubber and so on is typically about 1.4 while the specific gravity of wire and other metals is greater than about 2.5. If these pieces are placed in a fluid material with a known specific gravity (such as water, sand or a heavy media) the plastic and other materials will be made to float while the wire and other metals will be made to sink. Such an arrangement is described in greater detail in connection with FIG. 10, and
it will be appreciated that the float/sink tank of FIG. 10 can also be used to separate lighter and heavier plastic fractions, by adjusting the specific gravity of the media. Other sorting methods that may be used include high definition metal detection, water bath and x-ray detection, as well as the heavy media system and sand float process described earlier. At this point, it will be appreciated that the material mix has been separated into its key components, and high density, low dielectric constant plastic has been separated from all other materials to a relatively high degree of accuracy, typically well above 90% and in at least some implementations more on the order of 99%. This yields a commercially attractive recyclable product.

[0084] It is also possible to further sort the materials which were diverted because they had a higher dielectric constant than was desired in the low pass sorting module 225, as briefly described in connection with FIG. 2C. With reference to FIGS. 8 and 9, these additional sorting steps may be better appreciated. In such an arrangement, the high dielectric materials that were separated by the lowpass dielectric sorting module 225 can be transported by a conveyor belt 540 to a shaker feeder 810 that is similar to the shaker feeder 260. The lower volume of high dielectric materials are fed by a conveyor belt which, in at least some arrangements, is permitted to travel at a slower speed than the original feed belt 310 and are sorted by a bandwidth sensor module 240. In at least some implementations, the bandwidth sensor module uses inductive sensors, the characteristics of which are discussed in greater detail hereinafter. The high dielectric materials pass by a high frequency inductive proximity sensors array 810 that separate metal pieces from the non-metal pieces. When the metal pieces are detected, a signal is sent to an array of air jets 193 deflect the metal pieces into a segregated area 195 by the use of software which maps and tracks the location of the items on the belt.

[0085] In some embodiments, a significant metal fraction may still remain. For such embodiments, in the arrangement of FIG. 8, bandwidth sensor array 240 detects non-ferrous metal pieces with inductive proximity detectors 830 used in the inductive sensor array 810.

[0086] Different types of inductive proximity detectors are available which have specific operating characteristics. In particular shielded and unshielded inductive proximity detectors perform the same operation of detecting metal but have distinct operating characteristics which are listed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating Frequency</th>
<th>Shielded Inductive Proximity Detector</th>
<th>Unshielded Inductive Proximity Detector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>~25 mm at 2.5 mps</td>
<td>~8.325 mm at 2.5 mps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration</td>
<td>40 mm</td>
<td>22 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>~30 mm</td>
<td>~30 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection Time</td>
<td>~10 ms per cycle</td>
<td>~3.333 ms per cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Speed</td>
<td>0 to 4 mps</td>
<td>0 to 4 mps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0087] The operating frequency corresponds to the detection time and operating speed of the metal detection. A faster operating frequency will be able to detect metal objects more quickly than a detector with a slower operating frequency. The resolution correlates with the size of the object being detected. A detector having a larger resolution is more suitable for detecting large metal objects than a detector having a smaller resolution. The penetration refers to the maximum thickness of non-metallic material that can cover the metal object that the detector can penetrate and still properly detecting the underlying metal such as, for example, insulated or coated wires and metals or stacked plastic and metal pieces. A detector having a higher penetration depth will be able to penetrate the non-metallic material and detect more metal pieces than a detector having a lower penetration depth. In at least some arrangements, unshielded inductive proximity detectors may be preferred for detecting larger metal pieces while the shielded inductive proximity detectors may be preferred for detecting smaller metal pieces. Embodiments using the sizing steps described previously will reduce the need for such concerns in those arrangements.

[0088] The specifications in Table 1 are for typical 30 mm diameter inductive proximity detectors. Changing the diameter results in changed operating characteristics, and in particular, penetration distance can be lengthened by enlarging the diameter of the sensor. The larger detection area can also result in slower detection time and may be more susceptible to cross talk in some embodiments.

[0089] In addition to inductive proximity sensors that detect small and large pieces of metal, other inductive sensors offer somewhat different capabilities. For example, some coil based inductive proximity sensors are able to accurately detect non-ferrous metals such as aluminum, brass, zinc, magnesium, titanium, and copper. Depending upon the metal detection application, the material specific inductive proximity detectors can be used with the other sensors to detect large and small ferrous metal pieces and non-ferrous metal pieces. The non-ferrous metal detectors can be intermixed in the array of shielded and unshielded sensors or added as additional rows of non-ferrous metal detectors to the array; similar to the arrangements of capacitive sensors discussed previously. Although inductive proximity detectors can detect the presence of various types of metals, this ability can vary depending upon the sensor and the type of metal being detected in a manner known in the sensing art.

[0090] As with the capacitive sensors discussed previously, the inductive sensors of the module 240 in order to accurately detect the metal pieces mixed in with the non-metallic pieces, the detectors must be placed in close proximity to determine the material of the piece being inspected. This can be done by moving one or more detectors over a batch of mixed materials or alternatively the pieces can be moved over the detector(s).

[0091] As discussed above, the unshielded sensors are slower than the shielded sensors and require more time to accurately detect the metal pieces. The detectors can be configured with multiple rows of shielded sensors and fewer rows of unshielded sensors. By having additional rows of shielded sensors, it is more likely that at least one of the several rows of shielded sensors will detect the metal pieces.

[0092] Once the non-ferrous metals have been separated out from the mix by the bandwidth sorting module 240, the residue is passed through to an analog dielectric sensor module 245. As with the prior sensor arrays, an array of analog dielectric sensors 910 can be positioned above or
below a transport belt, or both above and below, and can be
programmed to detect materials within a range of dielectric
constants, as discussed previously. The analog dielectric
sensor sortation device 245 separates high dielectric wood
and rubber materials from plastic materials. In an embodi-
ment where the majority fraction of the materials stream is
waste, the sensor array 910 uses a group of analog dielectric
sensors that may be set to a range of about 2.2 to 3.6 or other
desired range. When materials are detected that have a
dielectric value in the set range, such as the desired plastics
which form the minority fraction of the stream, an air jet
array 915 is actuated to reject the materials into a first
segregated area 920 and the remaining materials—with a
dielectric value outside of the desired range—pass through
the dielectric sensor sortation device into a second separate
segregated area 925. For example, high dielectric plastics
have a dielectric constant in the range of 3.0 to 3.8, while
wood and rubber materials have a dielectric constant above
the 3.0 to 3.8 range, such that the analog sorting module 245
permits an effective automatic sort of wood and rubber from
the desired plastics.

After the wood and rubber and plastic pieces are
sorted, the sorted materials can be recycled. Although it is
desirable to perfectly sort the mixed materials, there will
always be some errors in the sorting process. These errors
can be due to the composition of the materials passing over
the sensor, the location of the pieces being stacked on top of
each other, an insufficient separation of the pieces, moisture,
sensor errors, etc. The analog sorting algorithm may be
adjusted based upon the strength of the analog detector
signal output and environmental variables. An analog signal
outside of the desired range is a strong indication of wood
and rubber while a analog signal within the desired range
is a strong indication of plastic. An algorithm sets a division
of wood and rubber pieces from the plastic pieces based upon
signal strength and can be adjusted, resulting in varying the
sorting errors. The end user will be able to control the sorting
point and may even use trial and error or empirical result
data to optimize the sorting of the mixed materials.

Although the described sorting system for separat-
ing plastics from wood, rubber and other materials can have
a very high accuracy of well over 90%, it is possible to
improve upon this performance. There are various methods
for improving the purity of the majority and minority
fractions and accurately separating the wood and rubber
from the plastics at an accuracy rate close to 100%, one of
which involves the use of cascaded dielectrics. The separa-
tion of the majority and minority fractions sorted as
described above can be further purified by further sorting the
materials with a second primary sorting system and an
additional recovery unit. The second primary unit and recov-
ery units are both similar to the first primary wood and
rubber sorting processing unit described above. The material
sorted by the primary unit are placed onto a second conveyor
belt and passed close by additional arrays of capacitive
proximity detectors in the second primary sorting unit.
These second primary sort and recovery unit detector arrays
can be configured as described above: with mixed shielded
and unshielded detectors, alternating operating frequencies
for oscillator detectors, staggered rows for coil and/or oscil-
lator detectors and arrays mounted both over and under the
surface of the conveyer belt. The waste or mixed material
from the second sort are forwarded to the recovery unit for
a last sorting process.

Like the first primary sorting unit, the outputs of the
capacitive proximity detectors in the second primary sort
and recovery sort are fed to a computer which tracks the
wood and rubber pieces. The computer transmits signals to
the sorting mechanism to again separate the wood and
rubber from the plastics. A high speed camera can be used
with the sorting mechanism to again separate the wood and
rubber from the plastics. High speed camera can be used
with the sorting mechanism to again separate the wood and
rubber from the plastics. High speed camera can be used
with the sorting mechanism to again separate the wood and
rubber from the plastics. High speed camera can be used
with the sorting mechanism to again separate the wood and
rubber from the plastics. High speed camera can be used
with the sorting mechanism to again separate the wood and
rubber from the plastics. High speed camera can be used
with the sorting mechanism to again separate the wood and
rubber from the plastics.

It is estimated that a common yield from the
described sorting process in an automobile and white good
shredder recycling operation is 30-50% magnetic materials,
20-30% wood and rubber and 25-35% plastic and wire. The
recovered magnetic materials may be pressed into pucks or
briquettes that may be recycled in a molten furnace process
to produce carbon steel alloys. The recovered wood and
rubber may be used as filler for cement, feedstock fuel or
carbon additives for steel alloy.

**SEPARATION MECHANISMS**

The sorting system of the present invention can be
used with some or all of the sorting modules described above
with respect to FIG. 1. When the pieces to be sorted are
detected, the computer synchronizes the actuation of the air
jet with the time that the wood or rubber piece reaches the
end of the plastic slide or conveyor belt. Alternatively, a high
speed digital camera can be used to track the location of the
objects on the slide or conveyor belt and allow for accurate
sorting. By separating the plastic and non-plastic pieces, the
sorted plastic pieces can then be recycled. The plastic pieces
may also be resorted to separate the different types of
plastics. Although the inventive wood and rubber sorting
system has been described with an array of air jets mounted
over or under the slide or conveyor belt, it is contemplated
that various other sorting mechanisms can be used. For
example, an array of vacuum hoses may be positioned across
the slide or conveyor belt and the computer may actuate a
specific vacuum tube as the wood and rubber pieces pass
under the corresponding hose. Alternatively, robotic arms
with suction, adhesive, grasping, a powered finger or sweep-
ing mechanisms may be used to remove the wood and rubber
pieces as they move under a sorting region of the system.

A further separation stage may be implemented in
the manner shown in FIG. 10. FIG. 10 illustrates in cross-
sectional side view a float/sink tank 1000, in which the
media 1005 has a specific gravity which causes certain
materials to sink, while other materials float. For example,
as previously discussed, certain plastics float on water, while other sink. Thus, if water is used as the media, the float/sink tank may separate lower density plastics and other residual materials from higher density plastics. However, in accordance with the present invention, the specific gravity of the media may be selectively adjusted to permit separation of other materials, for example copper wire, from lighter materials such as plastics. For example, this approach also works for separation of insulated copper wire from plastic pieces, even where such insulation is typically plastic, by adjusting the specific gravity of the media to approximately 1.4, although the specific gravity may be higher or lower depending on the desired sorting. If water is the primary component of the media, the specific gravity of the media 1005 may be adjusted by adding salt, magnesium sulphate, and calcium chloride, or other suitable materials. In some embodiments, calcium chloride is presently preferred for adjusting the specific gravity of the water-based media. In other instances, the media will be a dry sand process or a heavy media process, as discussed elsewhere herein (See FIG. 1B.) It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the present invention is not limited to either wet or dry process, nor any particular media, nor any specific material for adjusting the specific gravity of the media. It will also be appreciated that some embodiments will include a plurality of float/sink tanks, each having a media of a different specific gravity, to better sort specific materials such as different types of plastics. It is also possible to use a combination of a float/sink tank with a heavy media process, or a sand float process followed by either a float/sink process or a heavy media process.

During operation of an embodiment, a stream of recyclable materials 1010 is delivered to the float sink tank by any suitable means, for example a conveyor 1015 and a chute 1020. Where desired, the chute may have a fairly steep angle to allow the materials in the stream to sink promptly upon entering the media 1005. Those with a specific gravity less than the media will thereafter resurface, while those with a higher specific gravity will remain submerged. It will be appreciated that the chute 1020 is not necessary in all embodiments.

After the materials have separated in the media, the heavier materials will be at the bottom of the tank, while the lighter materials will be floating at the top. It will be desirable in at least some implementations to provide a mechanism for efficiently removing, separately, the two groups of materials. An example of such an arrangement is also shown in FIG. 10, wherein a drive mechanism 1030 is positioned along the bottom of the tank to move the heavier materials toward the proximal end of the tank, while a series of paddle wheels 1040 are positioned along the length of the surface of the media to move the lighter materials toward the distal end of the tank. It will be appreciated that the materials could be removed from either end, and the decision of where the materials will be removed from the tank is merely an implementation detail. The two separate groups of materials may then be removed by any suitable means. Suitable drive mechanisms for the bottom can include a drive screw with horizontally disposed slats or paddles which substantially span the width of the tank, or can include a drag chain having the slats or paddles attached thereto, or can include a submerged conveyor. The bottom of the tank can be flat or a drag chain or submerged conveyor is used. If a screw drive is used, it can be useful to provide a channel along the bottom of the tank into which the screw can be placed. It will be appreciated that a curved outlet may be provided for the removal of the surface material, where the paddles are sized to substantially meet the curved outlet, while at the same time having the chute long enough to permit the media to drain back into the tank rather than being slushed out of the tank. The specific media depends substantially upon the type of material being handled.

In an embodiment of the invention, it is possible to achieve a highly efficient recovery of wire from the stream of recyclable materials, through the use of an initial magnetic separation to separate out the ferrous materials, followed by a separation stage such as that shown in FIGS. 4A-4B to separate out a heavy fraction which typically includes rubber, wire and metals from a lighter fraction which typically includes plastics and foam. An air knife or other air system is typically implemented in such an arrangement to assist in separating the heavy fraction from the plastics and foam. The heavy fraction can then be separated into wire and rubber fractions by use of the float/sink tank described in FIG. 10, where the wire typically comprises the heavy fraction. If the heavy fraction include dirt and fine particles, a screening operation can be included prior to introducing the heavy fraction into the float/sink tank.

It will be understood that although the present invention has been described with reference to particular embodiments, additions, deletions and changes could be made to these embodiments, without departing from the scope of the present invention. Although a system has been described that includes very specific dielectric constant settings, it is well understood that these settings and the described configuration of sorting system units can be modified and rearranged in various other configurations.

I claim:

1. A concentrator for sorting recyclable materials into lighter and heavier fractions comprising a conveyor supplying a stream of materials, at least some of which are recyclable,

   at least one separation module which receives at least a portion of the stream of materials and separates the received materials into a lighter fraction and a heavier fraction by exposing the stream to moving air, whereby at least one of the fraction is diverted from its original direction, and

   rollback conveyor for eliminating lightweight or round pieces from at least one of the fractions.

2. The concentrator of claim 1 wherein the separation module comprises an air knife.

3. The concentrator of claim 1 further including at least one float/sink tank which receives at least one of the fractions and further separates that fraction into subfractions according to a predetermined specific gravity.

4. The concentrator of claim 3 wherein the at least one float/sink tank receives the heavier fraction.

5. The concentrator of claim 4 wherein the heavier fraction comprises at least wire and metal.

6. The concentrator of claim 5 wherein the predetermined specific gravity is on the order of 1.4.

7. The concentrator of claim 5 wherein the predetermined specific gravity is on the order of 1.1-2.
8. The concentrator of claim 1 further comprising magnet means for separating magnetic materials in the materials stream.

9. The concentrator of claim 8 wherein the stream is supplied to the magnet means ahead of the separation module.

10. The concentrator of claim 4 further comprising a screening module for eliminating dirt and fine particles from the heavier fraction.

11. The concentrator of claim 3 wherein the float/sink tank contains media of the predetermined specific gravity.

12. The concentrator of claim 11 wherein the specific gravity of the media is adjusted by adding at least one of a group comprising salt, calcium chloride and magnesium sulphate.

13. The concentrator of claim 1 further comprising a heavy media system which receives the heavier fraction and sorts that fraction according to a predetermined specific gravity.

14. The concentrator of claim 1 further comprising a sand float system which receives the heavier fraction and sorts that fraction according to a predetermined specific gravity.

15. The concentrator of claim 3 wherein the at least one float sink tank comprises two tanks, the first tank having a specific gravity on the order of one, and the second float/sink tank having a specific gravity on the order of 1.4.

16. A wire recovery system comprising

- feed apparatus for delivering a stream of materials, a portion of the stream of materials comprising wire,
- air separator for separating a fraction of the materials which includes the wire from a fraction of the materials which is substantially less dense than wire,
- at least one specific gravity separation module having a specific gravity less than the wire, which receives the fraction of the materials which includes the wire, whereby the fraction of materials which includes the wire is further separated into a first subfraction comprising the wire and a second subfraction comprising materials substantially less dense than wire.

17. The wire recovery system of claim 16 further comprising a screening module situated before the specific gravity separation module.

18. The wire recovery system of claim 16 wherein the specific gravity separation module comprises at least one of a group comprising a float/sink tank, a heavy media system, or a sand float system.

19. The wire recovery system of claim 18 wherein the specific gravity of the sand float system is adjusted by air injection.

20. The wire recovery system of claim 18 wherein the float/sink tank comprises a plurality of float/sink tanks.

21. The wire recovery system of claim 20 wherein each of the plurality of float/sink tanks contain media having a different specific gravity.

22. A materials separation module comprising

- at least one array of dielectric sensors for detecting pieces of material having a dielectric constant outside a predetermined range,
- a feeder for supplying a stream of pieces of material of different dielectric constants into proximity of the at least one array,
- a tracking system for identifying and tracking the location of pieces of material identified by the at least one array, and
- a diverter which receives input from the tracking system and responds by diverting the identified pieces of material.

23. The materials separation module of claim 22 wherein the dielectric sensors are one of a group comprising digital sensors and analog sensors.

24. The materials separation module of claim 22 further including a mister for increasing the moisture content of absorbent pieces with the material.

25. The materials separation module of claim 22 wherein the predetermined range is established by a threshold.

26. The materials separation module of claim 22 wherein the predetermined range is above 3.4.

27. The materials separation module of claim 22 wherein the predetermined range is below 3.4.

28. The materials separation module of claim 22 wherein the range is 1.0-3.5.

29. The materials separation module of claim 22 wherein the at least one array is a plurality of arrays, and the feeder comprises a plurality of conveyors.

30. The materials separation module of claim 29 wherein the plurality of conveyors are cascaded and each conveyor is associated with a sensor array.

31. The materials separation module of claim 22 further comprising temperature and humidity controls which maintain substantially constant the temperature and humidity of the at least one array and the materials passing in proximity thereto.

32. The materials separation module of claim 22 wherein the at least one array is below the stream of pieces of material.

33. The materials separation module of claim 22 wherein the at least one array is above the stream of pieces of material.

34. A plastic separation module comprising

- at least one specific gravity separation module for separating materials introduced into the tank according to a predetermined specific gravity,
- a first mechanism for removing floating materials from the surface of the module,
- a second mechanism for removing sunken materials from the bottom of the module.

35. The plastic separation module of claim 34 wherein the first mechanism comprises at least one of a group comprising at least one paddle wheel, a conveyor having paddles thereon, and a water jet.

36. The plastic separation module of claim 35 wherein the second mechanism comprises at least one of a group comprising a drag chain, a submerged conveyor, and a screw drive.

37. The plastic separation module of claim 34 wherein the at least one specific gravity separation module comprises at least one of a group comprising a float/sink tank, a heavy media system, and a sand float system.

38. The plastic separation module of claim 34 wherein the at least one specific gravity separation module comprises a plurality of specific gravity separation modules, each containing media of a different specific gravity.
39. Apparatus for sorting recyclable wire comprising a tank having therein a media having a specific gravity on the order of 1.4, an inlet for receiving a stream of mixed materials, including wire, wherein the wire has a specific gravity which causes the wire to sink in the tank, whereas substantially all of the remaining materials float, a mechanism for removing the materials that sink from the bottom of the tank via a first outlet, and a mechanism for removing the materials that float from the top of the tank via a second outlet.

* * * * *